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 Pure Pleasure 
for body and soul. 

With the first natural pool in Austria in 1985 I had the pleasure of  introducing a 
new world of outdoor enjoyment and an innovative way of  experiencing nature 
in your own back garden. 30 years in which I and my close-knit team have built 
more than 4,000 natural pools – each one of which is unique and blends perfectly 
into its surroundings – for both  residential and commercial customers in Austria, 
throughout Europe and as far away as Australia, Asia and America. 

Of course, with each new natural pool we increased our expertise and today this 
forms the most important basis for our product range which we can rightly say is 
unrivalled – and we intend to continue living up to this claim in the future. Expert 
planning, execution and continuous system improvement, the use of only high-
quality system components and our experienced team of specialists guarantee that 
your pool will provide you with years of pleasure.

With this catalogue we want to provide you with a first impression of the 
wonderful world of natural pools. For our latest innovation – the Living Pool – we 
created a separate catalogue so we could focus on it individually. Both products 
have something in common: they enable swimming in natural, chemical-free 
water.
With their individual natural pools our customers enjoy the highest quality of living 
– day by day and year-round. We hope that a BIOTOP natural pool will soon be 
your choice.

As you browse through this brochure I hope you
enjoy discovering the world of natural pools. 

Peter Petrich

“Year Round
Pleasure in
Your Garden!“
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In keeping with the precious nature of  
water, the water in natural pools does not  
have to be continuously chemically treated  
and regularly replaced like that in conventional 
pools. A natural pool simply cleans  itself.  
The secret behind it: Just as in a natural lake, 
the carefully planned planting of a special 
regeneration zone ensures clean and pure 
water using the pool’s self-cleansing properties. 
While there is a separating wall between the 
swimming and regeneration zones to prevent 
earth getting into the swimming area, the 
natural pool creates an organic unity of design 
and function. A minimal use of technology 
reduces any downtimes due to technical 
problems and also helps cut energy costs.

nature demands gentle, respectful treatment – »use 
instead of abuse« is the motto, which we consistently 
keep to in building natural pools. 

The Gentle 
Revolution
in Swimming.

The 
PhILOSOPhY
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a natural pool can be a 
valuable help in the quest 
for what really makes 
life worth living.

The natural pool is the ideal place to enjoy the 
quality of life you are seeking – be it relaxing with 
a good book, listening to birdsong, enjoying dinner 
and the companionship of close friends or simply 
having a great time splashing about in the water 
with your children or grandchildren. Pure, clean 
chemical-free water soothes both body and soul, 
turning everyday life into a source of joy. 

The QUALITY 
   OF LIFE

“Dive in
 and Enjoy”
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The LIFESTYLE

Peaceful, tasteful and classical? Or maybe a 
modern design after all? How about a pond with 
water plants or maybe a biological pool? Each 
natural pool project is individually  designed to 
enhance the beauty of its setting, turning your 
garden into a work of art. Unrivalled diversity 
which is reflected in the more than 4,000 natural 
pools throughout Europe. There are virtually no 
limits to your creativity.

What could reflect the character 
of a garden better than the style of 
its natural pool?

natural Pool

ClassICal  Pool

DesIGn Pool

From the Dream 
to the Natural Pool.
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The 
NATURAL 
POOL

Timeless nature 
combined with soft and 
attractive shapes to create
a new impressive whole.

“ Our natural pool is better than we  
imagined, it perfectly complements the  
views of surrounding countryside from  
our garden.  We always sit by it, and feel  
drawn to the water even in the winter.  
Swimming surrounded by the aroma of  
water lilies and dragonflies hovering at  
eye level is amazing. The whole family  
love it, especially the children.”

 A Natural Pool owner – Oxfordshire
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The organic design gives the impression that the natural 
pool has always been there. The peaceful water brings a new 
dimension into the garden, creating a soothing effect. Natural pools 
are characterised by their simple and natural design, gentle and 
rounded forms and pool edges that merge with the surroundings.  
A babbling stream can perfect this experience of nature, turning the 
pool into an oasis of peace and  harmony. If desired, this pool can 
also be built without any technical equipment at all and will  
still function perfectly.

a natural pool fulfils its promise of rest and relaxation.
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Traditional home designs 

are strikingly
reflected in the attractive design

of the natural pool.

The 
CLASSICAL 
POOL

“ The water is lovely. The pool warms  
up in the sun more than we expected  
and we swim for about six months of the  
year. The reflections are beautiful and  
the faune and flora are fascinating.”

 A Classical Pool owner – Cambridgeshire
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A pool in the classical design will have a strong architectural 
impact throughout the year, and is especially effective at enhancing 
the winter garden. Plants and wildlife bring a new and vibrant 
dimension into the garden and the pool complements and 
enhances existing architecture. Carefully chosen sculptures and 
classical garden furniture will add an extra touch of luxury to turn 
your garden into a haven of relaxation and enjoyment.

a natural pool extends the garden like 
a window into a new reality.
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The clear design of this 

pool with its 
straight and stylish lines
harmoniously blends in with

modern architecture.

The 
DESIGN 
POOL

“ We wanted natural planting and wildlife 
in our garden without compromising on a 
contemporary design for a swimming pool. 
With our design pool, we have the best  
of all worlds. We get lovely  reflections and 
feel close to nature, which is relaxing.”

 A Design Pool owner – Herefordshire
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Modern building materials such as stainless steel and concrete do 
not have to stop at the water’s edge – water unfolds its unique effect 
even in these calm and elegant surroundings. A clear architectural  
design with straight lines is the perfect complement to modern 
architecture, as the glass walls and large windows used so frequently 
in this style offer beautiful views of the water landscape. Carefully 
chosen accessories and under-water lighting round off the effect.

the architectural tone and style of 
the house is seamlessly continued into 
the natural pool.
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– the submerged pump house operates nearly all technical equipment with one pump, 
including extra water features such as skimmers, streams, springs and waterfalls [1].

– the curved sieve skimmer automatically and efficiently keeps the water surface clear of 
leaves and other floating impurities [2].

– the BIotoP carbonator naturally supplies the water plants with carbon dioxide and  
regulates the water’s pH.  [3].

– the BIotoP bio compact filter ensures crystal clear water. aquatic bacteria clean the 
water naturally. [4].

– the Phosphorous filter »Phostec« removes phosphorous from the water. the growth of 
algae is thus reduced to a minimum. [5].

– sun-decks and steps are made of domestic larch wood. [6]
– the BIotoP corner element separates the swimming area from the regeneration zone. 

It is covered with wooden slats, on which one can comfortably sit in the water [7].

With the following additional equipment, the water quality 
can be improved even more:

Due to the natural design, the biological self-cleansing forces 
of the pond are extremely effective. Impurities are absorbed 
by the plants as nutrients and harmful bacteria are destroyed 
by natural water organisms.

Choice of equipment
for perfect water quality

Choose the equipment that 
corresponds to your personal needs.

The 
EQUIPMENT

The wall to the regeneration zone prevents the swimming area 
from becoming soiled through the pond substrate. The BIOTOP 
Natural Pool system offers three different kinds of separating walls, 
which can all be combined with one another. Select the one you 
like best – you can’t go wrong. The corner element construction 
method is patented by BIOTOP and was awarded the Austrian 
Eco Design Prize. The elements are made of recycled polyethylene 
which can even be recycled again.

Construction methods

Concrete or Cinderblock Walls
Characteristics:
– precise geometric shapes
– vertical walls from top to bottom in the swimming area
– higher input in materials and costs
– self-construction is possible

Corner Element Construction
Characteristics:
– pre-fabricated components 
– quick and easy construction
– attractive design
– swimming area can be shaped as desired
– wooden slats provide seating

Earth-Wall Construction
Characteristics:
– gently sloping shape of the swimming area
– economically priced
– larger surface area needed due to greater width 
 of earth wall

concrete or cinderblock Walls

Earth-Wall construction corner Element construction
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Customised
for trouble-free swimming enjoyment.

 Curved sieve skimmer
The curved sieve skimmer is a milestone in skimmer development. The water flows over a curved sieve with 
a mesh size of only 0.3 mm/0.01 inch, so that even slight impurities get caught in the sieve. The impurities are 
removed from the system before the nutrients they contain get back into the water. The sieve is self-cleaning, 
as the impurities are rinsed to the bottom. Due to a cleverly-devised mechanism, the water flow is regulated via 
a moveable skimmer that always allows exactly the right amount of water to flow over the sieve.

submerged Pump House
BIOTOP offers a pump house with a completely new concept. The 
pump is not placed in a “dry” enclosure; a submersible pump is 
installed in a flooded pump house. The pump does not draw in the 
water but flows into the pump house without pressure. 
A submersible pump on the floor of the pump house transports the 
water into the natural pool through pressure lines.

The advantages 
of the submerged pump house:

– minor pump noise
– the pump is so quiet it can be 

installed underneath the wooden 
deck

– pump does not have to be put 
away in winter

– pipes do not have to be emptied in 
 winter

– all suction and pressure lines can 
be regulated independently

The advantages
of the curved sieve skimmer:

– appropriate for minor impurities
– the sieve is self-cleaning
– despite the high cleansing factor, 
 the sieve does not clog up

The  
advantages 
of the PhosTec Ultra:

– phosphorous is reliably 
removed 

from the water
– small size
– easy to operate
– the filter material can  

be changed easily
– good durability

1 skimmer inflow

2 skimmer flap

3 catch tray with curved sieve

4 float gauge

5 line to pump house

The  
advantages 
of the BIOTOP Bio-Filter:

– biological cleansing  
without chemicals

– works without requiring  
energy

– the bio-filter is  
concealed out of sight  
under the deck

 BIotoP Biofilter
The biological Filter is concealed under the  
deck. The water flows through the filter vertically 
from top to bottom, whereby it is  biologically 
cleaned. This means that impurities and organic 
compounds are broken down by  bacteria, resulting 
in crystal clear water. Optionally the bio-filter can 
be planted as an open filter.

The 
TECHNOLOGY

the Phosphorous 
filter »Phostec«
Without the use of chemicals the phosphorous filter 
“PhosTec” very effectively binds the phosphorous that is 
dissolved in the water and which is responsible for the 
growth of algae essentially “starving the algae out”. The 
phosphorus filling water treatment purifies which is rich in 
phosphorous, while the PhosTec filter removes phosphorous 
from the water which is circulated. 
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Individual Planning and
High Quality Execution are 
Our Strengths.

Construction Phase
The excavation work, the construction of the basin and shaping the swimming and regeneration area 
are carried out by our highly-trained staff according to an exact schedule. All the equipment needed 
for installation of the technical components is provided. The pool liner, shaping the plant area and 
the woodworking complete the construction. Immediately after completion the water is filled and the 
technical components are started up. In order to allow you to swim in the Natural Pool as soon as 
possible, the area around the pool is returned to its original state or redesigned. 

swimming Phase
This is what the Natural Pool looks like 
after its completion. After a period of a few 
weeks, in which the biological equilibrium 
is established in the pond, you can use the 
pond without restriction. After detailed 
instruction your consultant will give you 
an instruction manual, where you can 
read up on all the necessary information 
for operating the pool. Your Natural Pool 
contractor will of course also be available to 
answer any future questions. 

Consultation and 
Planning

Consulting and Planning Phase
You invite one of our Natural Pool consultants for a non-binding meeting and explain where 
you want to build your Natural Pool. At this meeting you can put forward all your ideas. Our 
consultant then considers the ways in which we can realize your wishes. We devote much time 
to this consultation in order to collect all the data for initial planning and for a cost estimate. 

natural Pools from a to Z
from your enquiry to your complete satisfaction

After a short planning phase we 
will send you a preliminary draft 
drawn up by our designers as 
well as a cost estimate. Now you 
have the opportunity to examine 
the documents submitted and 
to make any changes in further 
discussions with our Natural Pool 
planner and to discuss the budget 
in detail. We will make every 
effort to provide you with not 
only an individual plan, but also 
an attractive price.
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Höchster Standard für Ökoeffektivität. Weltweit einzigartig: 
Cradle-to-Cradle®-Druckprodukte innovated by gugler*. 
Sämtliche Druckkomponenten sind für den biologischen 
Kreislauf optimiert. Bindung ausgenommen. www.biotop-natural-pool.co.uk

BIOTOP International

Hauptstrasse 285
3411 Weidling/Austria

Tel.: +43/(0)2243/304 06
Fax: +43/(0)7205/703 40
E-Mail: office@biotop-gmb.at
Web: www.biotop-natural-pool.co.uk

Highest standard for eco-effectiveness. Unique worldwide:
Cradle to Cradle® printing products innovated by gugler*.
All of the constituent materials are optimized for the
biological cycle. Except binding. www.gugler.at
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